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Abstract

We propose two methods for short term forecasting of wind direction with the

aim to provide input for tactic decisions during yacht races. The wind direction

measured in the past minutes is used as input and the wind direction for the next

two minutes constitutes the output. The two methods are based on artificial

neural networks (ANN) and support vector machines (SVM), respectively. For

both methods we optimise the length of the moving average that we use to pre-

process the input data, the length of the input vector and, for the ANN only,

the number of neurons of each layer. The forecast is evaluated by looking at

the mean absolute error and at a mean e↵ectiveness index, which assesses the

percentage of times that the forecast is accurate enough to predict the correct

tactical choice in a sailing yacht race. The ANN forecast based on the ensemble

average of ten networks shows a larger mean absolute error and a similar mean

e↵ectiveness index than the SVM forecast. However, we showed that the ANN
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forecast accuracy increases significantly with the size of the ensemble. Therefore

increasing the computational power, it can lead to a better forecast.

Keywords:

wind forecast, support vector machines, artificial neural networks, sailing

yacht, race, tactics

1. Introduction

The speed of a sailing yacht depends on the wind speed and the course

wind angle (the supplementary of the angle between the wind direction and the

boat velocity). The boat speed can be represented as a polar diagram, such

as the one shown in Fig. ??, where the radial coordinate is the boat speed

of an AC72-class boat, for a fixed wind speed, while the angular coordinate

is the boat’s heading with respect to the true wind direction (data from ?).

The dependency of the boat speed on the wind velocity is a key element when

deciding the tactics during a yacht race. For instance, when navigating around

the world, experienced sailors take advantage of large-scale weather changes,

and for inshore races lasting less than one hour, minimal wind shifts can be

used to gain an advantage on the competitors. In the latter case, the ability to

forecast very-short-term wind changes can make the di↵erence between a win

and a loss. A prepared sailor consults wind forecasts before starting the race,

and this is usually used to build a strategy aiming at sailing in the racing area

where a higher wind speed and a more favourable wind direction are expected.

During the race, it is possible to use only the information which is collected on

board, including wind speed and direction, which are measured with a cup and

vane anemometer on the top of the mast. In the present paper, we present two

methods to forecast very-short-term wind shifts based only on the wind direction

measured on board during the race. The proposed wind forecast is aimed at

complementing the longer-term weather forecast available to the sailors up to

the beginning of the race.
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Figure 1: Polar diagram of an AC72-class yacht

1.1. Racing Tactics

A typical America’s Cup race is made of several turns around an upwind and

a downwind mark, where the marks are aligned with the wind. For instance,

in an upwind leg, the boats start from the downwind mark and have to reach

the upwind mark, located upstream. As shown in the polar plot in Fig. ??,

it is not possible to sail directly upwind. The fastest route consists in keeping

an optimum course wind angle that maximises the boat velocity in the upwind

direction, i.e. the velocity for which the projection on the vertical axis of the

plot in Fig. ?? is a maximum. This velocity component in the wind direction is

known as VMG. As an example, the optimum course wind angle in an upwind

leg for a wind speed of 26 knots is shown in Fig. ??, together with its projection.

In most wind conditions this optimum angle is roughly 45�. Because the boat

is not sailing straight towards the upwind mark, at a certain point a change

of direction of about 90� will be needed. These changes of course are called
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tacks. While tacking, the course wind angle decreases from the optimum value,

leading to a speed loss. Therefore the total number of tacks should be minimised.

Typically, an AC72-class yacht takes about 20 seconds to complete a tack, and

during the manoeuvre the average boat speed is approx. 70% of the optimum

speed. Therefore, a tack leads to a loss of about 6 s.

If the wind direction is constant, then the optimum route includes only one

tack. Conversely, when the wind direction varies such as in real conditions,

then the sailor can tack between two consecutive wind shifts in order to gain

an advantage. However, this advantage must be greater than what is lost due

to undertaking the tack. There is a high number of possible scenarios that can

arise during a race and the problem of taking the best decision is not trivial

(?). There are however some situations in which the best decision can be easily

taken when a sailor is able to foresee how the wind is going to behave. In the

following the two most likely scenarios are presented.

Figure ?? shows the route followed by two boats in order to reach an upwind

mark in two di↵erent wind conditions. In the first case (left) the wind alternately

shifts by 3� to the right and to the left. The first shift is towards the right and,

while the two boats sail at their optimum course wind angles, they chose to sail

in di↵erent directions. Both boats tack at every wind shift. The black boat

is always sailing towards the left hand side of the race course when the wind

shift is towards the right, and vice versa when the wind shift is towards the left.

Conversely, the grey boat has the opposite strategy. Therefore, the black boat

is always sailing to a closer angle to the mark than the grey boat, she sails a

shorter course and she arrives first to the mark. The winning tactic of the black

boat is that she always maximises her velocity towards the mark. However, this

is not always a winning tactic. In fact, in the second case (right), the wind

constantly shifts towards the right. The two boats follow the same strategy

as in the previous case: experiencing a wind shift to the right, the black boat

sails towards the left and the grey boat sails towards the right. Being the wind

constantly shifting to the right, the two boats never tack until they reach a lay

line, i.e. where a tack allows the mark to be reached without any further tacks.
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The black boat needs to sail most of the race course before reaching the lay line

and being able to tack to the mark, while the grey boat reaches the lay line

before the black boat. In this case, even if the two boats have pursued the same

strategy based on the wind observed at the time, the resulting course sailed by

the black boat is longer than the course sailed by the grey boat, because the

wind shifted regularly in the same direction instead of alternating to opposite

directions. This shows that the tactical decision cannot be based on the wind

direction observed at the time, but that the future wind shifts must be foreseen

in order to develop a winning strategy.

Figure 2: Yacht routes in oscillating wind (left) and in a permanent wind shift (right).

Figure ?? shows that the optimum strategy depends on if the wind shift

has a wavelength shorter or longer than the distance to the lay line. If the

race course is confined by boundaries, such as shore lines or forbidden areas,

then wind shifts with wavelength up to the distance to the boundary should be

considered.

In the 34th America’s Cup, the racecourse was bounded by imaginary lines in

order to allow the spectators to be closer to the racing boats. The boats took

about two minutes to sail from one boundary to the opposite one, thus the
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maximum wind shift period of interest was about two minutes.

Consider the black boat in Fig. ??. The boat starts from the centre of the

course, she sails for say one minute, then tacks and comes back to the centre

of the course. Say she took two minutes plus 6 seconds for the tack. If the

optimum course wind angle is 45�, in two minutes a shift of 3� would lead to

an advantage of about 6 seconds on the grey boat. On the contrary, if the grey

boat had tacked at the start and followed the black boat from the beginning,

she would be 6 seconds behind the black boat due to the time spent to tack at

the start. Therefore a wind shift of 3� is the threshold at which the decision of

tacking or sailing in the same direction has to be made.

1.2. Artificial Neural Networks

We use artificial neural networks (ANN) to accurately forecast wind shifts

larger than 3� for the two minutes ahead. ANNs are computational models that

emulate the ability of the human brain to learn from experience, similarly, for

instance, to the capability of a human sailor to make predictions based on his

lifelong experience. In the literature it is possible to find a vast number of ap-

plications where ANNs have been successfully used, especially to solve problems

which are peculiar of humans, such as speech recognition (?), image classifica-

tion (?), control of moving robots (?).

The constitutive unit of a neural network is a neuron, which is a singular process-

ing unit that takes several inputs originating from other neurons, and produces

an output that is then transmitted to other neurons. A representation of the

structure of a neuron is shown in Figure ??. A neuron can be broken down into

the following components:

1. A set of connecting links, called synapses, where the i-th synapse is char-

acterised by a weight wi (synaptic weight);

2. An adder within the neuron that sums each i

th input multiplied by weight

wi;

3. An activation function,  , which transforms the sum computed by the

adder into the neuron output y. If the activation function is linear, a
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neuron results in a linear combination of the input values, while non-linear

activation functions allow for the modelling of non-linear problems.

Therefore, a neuron can mathematically be described by Equation (??):

y =  (⇣); ⇣ =
uX

i=1

wixi (1)

Figure 3: Schematic representation of a neuron

Neurons are assembled together into an integrated structure, the actual

ANN, that depends on the kind of problem that the network has to solve. The

input vector is processed by an input layer and the information moves through

the structure of the network until the output layer.

The learning process, aimed at making the network able to model a specific prob-

lem, involves the continuous modification of the synaptic weights. A commonly

used training algorithm is based on the principle of iterative error-correction.

The synaptic weights of the various neurons are initialized to random values,

then a training set of input and output data is presented to the network. For
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each input vector, the initially generated output vector is compared with the

known true output vector. The synaptic weights of the output layer are then

modified by adding a factor that is proportional to the error and to a learning

rate, and those corrections are extended to all of the weights in the network

through a back-propagation process up to the input layer. This operation is

iterated until successive changes in the synaptic weights are smaller than a

given value, or when the errors begin to increase. For further details on ANNs,

including training algorithms and validation processes, see ?.

1.3. Support Vector Machines

In this paper we compare the wind direction forecast performed with ANN

with the forecast performed with support vector machines (SVM), which consti-

tute another class of supervised learning models. SVM were originally developed

for solving classification problems, where data need to be classified in two or

more di↵erent categories, and have successively been used also to tackle regres-

sion problems (?). Regression using SVM is also called in the literature support

vector regression (SVR).

The fundamental idea behind SVM is to map the data into a higher dimensional

space where the problem is linearly separable, and then solve the problem on

the new space. In the case of binary classification this process can be easily

visualised as in Fig. ??. In this simple example, points on a plane belonging to

two di↵erent categories are mapped into a three-dimensional space. The prob-

lem is not linearly separable on a plane, but it is linearly separable in three

dimensions.

This concept is generalised for SVR, where the aim is to model a function

y = f(x̄). In this case we have to look for a function � which maps the problem

to a higher dimensional space where it is possible to perform a linear regression,

as shown in Equation (??):

y = f̂(x̄) = a · �(x̄) + b where � : Rn ! F ✓ Rn+m
, a, b 2 F (2)
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Figure 4: Mapping of 2D non linearly separable data to a 3D space where the problem becomes

linearly separable.

A solution to this problem is defined as a minimum for the error function shown

in Equation (??):

R[f ] =
nX

i=1

C(f(x̄i)� f̂(x̄i)) + �|b| (3)

where n is the sample size, C is a cost function and the term �|b| is added to

enforce flatness in the higher-dimension space. The function � can be found as

the unique solution of a quadratic programming problem (??). Equation (??)

can be rewritten in terms of this solution as

f̂(x̄) =
nX

i=1

(↵i � ↵

⇤
i )k(x̄i, x̄) + b (4)

where k is a symmetric kernel function (see ? for details) and ↵i,↵
⇤
i constitute

the solution to the quadratic programming problem. Details of this method can

be found in ?.

An important di↵erence between SVR and ANN approaches is that SVR lead to

a unique deterministic model for each data set, while ANNs depend on a random

initial choice of synaptic weights. Therefore, in order to minimise the e↵ects of

this randomness in an ANN model, we train di↵erent ANNs and then average

their outputs. This is not necessary for SVR, which constitutes an advantage

in terms of computational time.
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1.4. Wind speed and wind direction

The vast majority of the literature is focused on wind speed forecasting, as

opposite to wind direction forecasting (??). ANNs have been used for wind

speed forecasting, ranging from hours (?) to days (??), and have been mostly

motivated by application in renewable energy. The wind direction has been

used as an input for wind speed forecasting together with other quantities such

as humidity and pressure to improve the forecast of the wind speed (?), which

is the key parameter to predict the amount of energy available in the wind

stream. Conversely, in the present application we are focused on nowcasting

wind direction, i.e. on wind direction forecasting of few minutes ahead. In fact,

an increase in the wind speed would lead to an increase in the boat speed, but

the wind speed distribution over the racecourse is forecast more easily than the

wind direction by visual observation of the surface of the sea. On the contrary,

wind direction is forecast with di�culty by visual observation. Using wind

speed, wind direction and other time series together can improve the accuracy of

forecasts (?), but for nowcasting, wind speed and direction may be uncorrelated

and therefore should not be used together. In particular, as discussed in the

next section, the input data set that we used was particularly uncorrelated and

using the wind speed as additional input would have not improved the forecast

of the wind direction.

2. Method

2.1. Input and Output Data

The data set used for this work consists of registrations collected during

the 34th America’s Cup in San Francisco (?). Wind speed and direction are

recorded from di↵erent moving and fixed sources at a frequency of 5 Hz, and

averaged by the Media Data Server System with a proprietary algorithm.

Because the data is the average of several measurements taken in di↵erent lo-

cations across the the race course, records for the same day show a correlation

coe�cient spanning from -0.4 to 0.6, while the global correlation coe�cient was
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-0.38. Also the correlation coe�cient is highly volatile with respect to the subset

used. Therefore only the wind direction is used as input. As far as known by

the present authors, this is the first wind direction forecast based on ANN or

SVR using only wind direction as input.

The data include registrations collected during 34 days. We use the last 100

minutes to test the performance of the ANN and SVR forecasts, and the rest of

the data to train both models. Due to the high sampling frequency (5 Hz) and

the limit of precision to 0.1 degrees, several consecutive values of the data set

were identical. Therefore we average the data over 30 seconds using 150 consec-

utive values, leading to a re-sampled dataset with one value every 30 seconds

(0.03 Hz).

As an example, the last 35 minutes of the re-sampled data set, corresponding

to the last race of the 34th America’s Cup finals, are shown in Figure ??. The

beginning of the race is characterised by small wind shifts, such as those on

the left of Figure ??, while in the second half of the race there is a consistent

wind shift towards the right such as on the right of Fig. ??. During the 35

minute period shown, the wind shifts by more than 3� for periods in excess of

30 seconds 16 times.

The time history of the re-sampled data set shows significant fluctuations with

continuous change of direction every 30 seconds. In order to further smooth the

data set, a moving average is used. The length of the moving average is opti-

mised based on the performance indeces, as discussed in Section 3. Increasing

the length of the moving average, the time series results increasingly smoother,

while the sampling frequency remains constant. As an example, in Fig. ?? the

data set smoothed with a moving average of six minutes is also shown.

A vector of consecutive past data was used as input and its length was optimised

over the indexes described in Sec. ??.

The outputs of the models are the wind directions averaged over one minute

ahead, and averaged between one and two minutes ahead. Therefore we use

an ANN and SVR to approximate a function f that expresses future values as

function of past ones as in Equation (??):
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Figure 5: Example of data set averaged every 30 seconds

(
xt+1 + xt+2

2
,

xt+3 + xt+4

2
) = f(xt, xt�1, ..., xt�m) (5)

where xt is the wind speed at discrete time step t and m is an optimised

integer.

2.2. ANN forecast

The chosen structure for the ANN is a feed-forward multi-layer perceptron

which was implemented in Matlab. The hyperbolic tangent sigmoid function was

used as activation function. Figure ?? shows one of the feed-forward structures

tested. In a multi-layer structure, neurons are organised in layers, where neurons

do not receive input from any other neuron in the same layer. In a feed-forward

structure, the information flows in only one direction, i.e. the output of each

layer is input for the successive layer. Both the number of layers and the number

of neurons per layer can be increased at discretion, but in general any network

with more than two layers can be reduced to a two-layers network with an
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adequate number of neurons (?). The example shown in Fig. ?? shows a

network with two hidden layers of five neurons each, taking past wind directions

as input and giving as output the average wind direction in the following two

minutes. In this study we present a comparison between two-layer perceptrons

with di↵erent number of neurons. In Sec. ?? we present a parameter study for

di↵erent lengths of the input vector, lengths of moving average and number of

neurons. It will be shown that there is an optimum for each of these parameters

that allows the maximum accuracy of the forecast.

Figure 6: Feed forward multi layer ANN

Because the synaptic weights are randomly set and then iteratively adjusted

with the training of the network, networks initialised with di↵erent sets of ran-

dom weights lead to slightly di↵erent output. Therefore what it is called ANN

forecast in the following is the average of the outputs of one ensemble made of

ten identical networks trained independently using di↵erent sets of initial synap-

tic weights. This averaging process decreases the chances of large errors due to

unfortunate initialization-training combinations (?). The size of the ensemble

is chosen arbitrarily and in Section 3 it will be shown that a larger ensemble
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can lead to a more accurate forecast but to higher computational time.

2.3. SVR forecast

SVR model is implemented using the software LIBSVM ?, together with its

Matlab interface. This software has already been used successfully in time series

forecasting (?). The kernel function is the radial basis function kernel shown in

Equation (??):

k(x̄, ȳ) = exp(
||x̄� ȳ||
2�2

) (6)

Similarly to the ANN case, a parameter study for di↵erent lengths of the input

vector and lengths of moving average will be presented in Sec. ??. It will be

shown that there is an optimum for each of these parameters that allows the

maximum accuracy of the forecast.

2.4. Performance Indices

In order to assess the performance of the forecast we use two di↵erent eval-

uation indices, the mean absolute error and the mean e↵ectiveness index.

The mean absolute error (MAE) is defined as in Equation (??):

MAE =< x̂t � xt > (7)

where x̂t is the 30-second-averaged wind direction forecast for the time t, while

xt is the 30-second-averaged wind direction measured at time t, the bar repre-

sents the average over the last 100 minutes of the data set and the < · > operator

represents the average of 100 ensembles. It should be reminded that, when us-

ing ANNs, each forecast is the average over an ensemble of ten ANNs, therefore

MAE includes the results of 1000 ANNs. In Section ??, MAE is presented with

the 95%-confidence-level error bars computed as two standard deviations of the

absolute error over 100 ensembles.

The e↵ectiveness index (EI) is defined to evaluate the performance of the fore-

cast in relation to the specific application that it is intended for. As discussed

in Section ??, we want to forecast wind shifts larger than 3� for two minutes

ahead. In particular, we want to know if the average wind direction for one
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minute ahead will change by more than 3� and in which direction; and also

if and in which direction it will change in the second minute with respect to

the first one in order to understand if it is a temporary or a permanent wind

shift. Figure ?? shows a schematic diagram of the e↵ectiveness index. Firstly

we measure the average wind direction over the past minute that we use as a

baseline. Then we forecast the average wind direction from now to one minute

ahead, and from one to two minutes ahead. We compare the average of the first

minute ahead with the baseline and we determine if the wind shift is smaller

than 3� or, otherwise, the sign of the wind shift. Similarly we do for the average

of the second minute ahead with respect to the one of the first minute ahead.

Therefore the shift can be negligible, positive or negative for the first minute

ahead, and negligible, positive or negative for the second minute ahead. If the

forecast is correct for the first minute then the e↵ectiveness index at one minute

is one. If the forecast is correct for both the first and the second input, the ef-

fectiveness index at two minutes is one. In this case we will be able to recognise

those wind shifts where tacking is worthwhile and we will distinguish between

temporary and permanent shifts.

Figure 7: E↵ectiveness index
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The mean e↵ective index (MEI) is defined for the ANN as in Equation

(??),where the bar represents the average over the test set and the < · >

operator represents the average of 100 ensembles. With the same notation, the

MEI for the SVR forecast is defined in Equation (??):

MEI =< EI > for ANN (8a)

MEI =< EI > for SVR (8b)

2.5. Test Matrix

In order to optimise the network, the MAE and the MEI are computed for

di↵erent lengths of the moving average, lengths of the input vector and number

of neurons in the hidden layers. In particular, moving averages from one to ten

minutes, input vector lengths from 4 to 30 values (i.e. from 2 to 15 minutes)

and from 5 to 100 neurons per hidden layer are tested.

The longer the moving average, the smoother the data and the easier to model

the trend. However, increasing the length of the moving average leads to a loss

of information in the lower frequencies that may result in the inability to fore-

cast low frequency fluctuations. Therefore the optimum moving average length

depends on the lowest frequency which needs to be forecast.

The longer the input vector the more information is fed to the model. However

feeding unnecessary information makes the convergence of the synaptic weights

more di�cult to reach and, given a constant length of the available data set,

the longer the input vector the fewer the vectors which can be built for training

the network. Therefore, while a too-short vector length lacks of the necessary

information for the forecast, a too-long vector length results in an undertrained

network. It should also be noted that the computational time increases signifi-

cantly with the length of the input vector.

When using ANN, increasing the number of neurons allows the network to model

more complicated nonlinear trends. On the other hand, more neurons lead to

more connections and thus to more synaptic weights which have to converge

during the training (i.e. more degrees of freedom). Ultimately, for a constant
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length of available data set, too many neurons leads to non converged synaptic

weights.

3. Results

In this section, first we present a parameter study of 5 di↵erent lengths of

the moving average used to pre-process the input data, 14 lengths of the input

vector and, for the ANN forecast, also 6 di↵erent sizes of layers. Then, using

the optimum parameters selected from the parameter study, we compare the

performance of the ANN and SVR forecasts.

3.1. ANN optimisation

Figures ??-?? present MAEs and MEIs of one and two minutes ahead for

di↵erent lengths of the moving average, di↵erent lengths of the input vector,

and di↵erent number of neurons in the hidden layers. Due to the multidimen-

sionality of the test matrix, the trend of the two performance indices versus each

parameter is shown only for the best combination of the other two parameters.

Figures ?? and ?? show the MAE and the MEI as functions of the length of the

moving averages, where each hidden layer has 20 neurons and the size of the

input vector is 18 (9 minutes). Figure ?? shows that for a moving average over

6 minutes, the MAE of one minute ahead is 1.7� ± 0.3�, while the MAE of the

two-minute-ahead forecast is 3.0� ± 0.2�. As expected, the MAE increases both

for smaller and larger lengths of the moving average. Importantly, the MAE of

both one and two minutes ahead is minimum for a length of the moving average

of six minutes. Figure ?? shows that the two-minute-ahead MEI is 0.78 when a

six minute moving average is used, i.e. 78% of the time the forecast is able to

predict the correct tactical decision.

Figures ?? and ?? show the MAE and the MEI, respectively, as a function

of the length of the input vector, where a moving average of six minutes are

used to smooth the data set and each hidden layer has 20 neurons. Figure ??

shows that the MAE for one and two minutes ahead is a minimum for an input
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(a) Mean absolute error (b) Mean e↵ectiveness index

Figure 8: ANN performance indices versus length of the moving average

vector size of 18 (9 minutes) and 20 (10 minutes), respectively. The MAE does

not show a unique optimum input vector size. However, Fig. ?? shows that the

two-minute-ahead MEI is a maximum for an input vector size of 18 (9 minutes).

Therefore, for this specific application, the best forecast is performed using the

past 9 minutes.

(a) Mean absolute error (b) Mean e↵ectiveness index

Figure 9: ANN performance indices versus input length

Figures ?? and ?? show the MAE and the MEI, respectively, as a function

of the number of neurons per each hidden layer, where a moving average of six

minutes and an input vector size of 18 (9 minutes) are used. In this case, both

indices show a clear optimum when 20 neurons per hidden layer are used.
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(a) Mean absolute error (b) Mean e↵ectiveness index

Figure 10: ANN performance indices versus number of neurons per layer

3.2. Support vector regression

Figures ?? and ?? show the MAE and MEI, respectively, as a function of

the length of the moving average used to pre-process the data, using an input

of 8 minutes. In this case the error bars are not needed, as there is only one

possible model for each data set. Overalll, the SVR shows a significantly lower

MAE, both for one and two-seconds ahead predictions. The best performance

is achieved for a moving average over 4 minutes, allowing a MAE of 0.8� and

1.2� for one and two minutes ahead, respectively, and a MEI of 0.79.

(a) Mean absolute error (b) Mean e↵ectiveness index

Figure 11: SVR performance indices versus length of the moving average

Figures ?? and ?? show the MAE and MEI, respectively, as a function of

input vector for the SVR model, where a moving average of 4 minutes is used to
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smooth the data. The lowest MAE is achieved for an input length of 8 minutes,

and is of 0.8� and 1.2� for one and two minutes ahead, respectively. However,

the maximum MEI achievable is of 0.79, di↵ering only by 0.01 from the one

achievable with the optimal ANN ensemble forecast.

(a) Mean absolute error (b) Mean e↵ectiveness index

Figure 12: SVR performance indices versus input length

3.3. Performance of the optimised ANN and SVR

The results of the parameter study, which was based on a test set of 100

minutes, showed that the optimum ANN configuration allows a MAE of 1.7�

and 3.0� and a MEI of 0.81 and 0.78 for one and two minutes ahead, respec-

tively, while the optimum SVR allows a MAE of 0.8� and 1.2� and a MEI of

0.88 and 0.79 for one and two minutes ahead, respectively.

In Fig. ?? and ?? we test the optimum configuration for ANN and SVR on the

last race of the 34th America’s Cup.

The input data set for this race is the one shown in Fig. ??. For clarity, we

show only every second forecast, thus one forecast per minute. For each minute,

the solid dots shows the mean recorded wind direction of that minute, while

the stars and the circles show the forecast mean wind direction of that minute

computed one and two minutes before, respectively. The plots are coloured

with vertical bars showing the value of the e↵ectiveness index. Each minute is

coloured green (light grey when printed in black and white) if the e↵ectiveness

index is one, and is coloured red (dark grey) if zero. Therefore, for each green
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minute the forecast would have led to the optimum tactical decision, while for

each red minute it could have led to a mistake. In particular, every red minute

underlines the cases in which the combination of one-minute-ahead and two-

minute-ahead forecasts was not accurate enough to predict the correct tactical

decision.

Fig. ?? shows that the ANN forecast leads to the correct tactical choice in

all cases but four, corresponding to a MEI of 0.86. Figure ?? shows the SVR

Figure 13: Example of forecast for the optimised ANN. Red stripes highlight wrong tactical

decision, green stripes correct ones.

forecast on the same set. This forecast leads to three mistaken decisions, corrse-

ponding to a MEI, on this particular race, of 0.91.

The choice of obtaining the ANN forecast as an ensemble average of the outputs

of ten networks constituted a compromise between training time and compu-

tational resources. With adequate hardware and lighter software, the variance

of the error could be reduced further. As an example, we tested an ensemble

average of 1000 networks (instead of 10) on the test set shown in Fig. ?? and

the MEI reached 0.97, corresponding to just one potential mistaken decision.

In conclusion, SVR allows a better forecast in terms of accuracy and compu-
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Figure 14: Example of forecast for the optimised SVR. Red stripes highlight wrong tactical

decision, green stripes correct ones.

taton time, but increasing the computational power it is possible to obtain a

better forecast from the combination of ANN models.

4. Conclusions

In this study we present two methods for short term wind direction forecast-

ing based on ANN and SVR. Both methods use the knowledge acquired from

previous recordings of wind direction to forecast the near future values. The re-

liability of the forecast is evaluated by computing the mean absolute error and

the mean e↵ectiveness index of the forecast, the latter being an index of the

percentage of times in which the forecast is able to predict the correct tactical

decision during a sailing yacht race.

The optimum ANN configuration allows a mean absolute error of 1.7� and 3.0�,

and a mean e↵ectiveness index of 0.81 and 0.78 for one and two minutes ahead,

respectively. The optimum configuration based on the mean absolute error and

the one based on the mean e↵ectiveness index are almost identical but for a

marginal di↵erence in the optimum length of the input vector. Therefore these
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results can be generalised to a certain extent to other applications. In particular

it is expected that the optimum length of the moving average may decrease if

wind shifts averaged over less than one minutes are desired; while longer input

vectors and more neurons may be used if a longer data set is available to train

the networks.

The optimum SVR forecast allows a mean absolute error of 0.8� and 1.2�. SVR

outperforms ANN, both in terms of mean error and computational time. How-

ever, the performance in terms of MEI is similar to the ANN model, increasing

only from 0.78 for the ANN to 0.79 for the SVR for the two-minutes ahead

forecast.

In order to decrease the dependency of the forecast from the training of the

ANN, the forecast is made of the ensemble average of ten ANNs subjected to

di↵erent trainings. The mean e↵ectiveness index was found to significantly in-

crease with the size of the ensemble. For instance, a test performed on the wind

recorded during the last race of the 34th America’s Cup shows that, increasing

the ensemble size from 10 to 1000, the mean e↵ectiveness index increases from

0.79 to 0.97, corresponding to a reduction of the number of potential mistaken

decisions from three to one during the entire race. Therefore, with adequate

computational resources, the use of large ensembles for ANN forecasts can lead

to better performance.
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